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Beauty in the Raw encourages us to reconnect with the natural world around 
us. Filmmaker Louie Schwartzberg, who directed the film Mysteries of the 
Unseen World, said: “You can see how nature is an ingenious device – and if 
we can see how nature works, we can imitate it.” With this trend we place 
emphasis on the power of superfoods ability to enrich our bodies from the 
inside, out. In our heavily synthetic society, we begin to crave the vividness 
and purity of nature. A palette of super saturated colors of yellow, fuchsia, 
turquoise and clover green are directly inspired by the land and the sea.

Fragrances pay homage to various aspects of the natural world. Everything from 
verdurous dew-covered lands to nature’s most healing ingredients inspire this season’s 
scents. Whether a soothing fusion of tea leaves and honey, or a complex combination of 
sparkling salt water, the untouched surrounding lands come together for fragrances that 
are memorable and inspiring.

Packaging rounds out the lush feel of this trend with insect and botanical illustrations, 
watercolor vines, sustainable eco-friendly packaging and hyper real prints. The use of 
twine, burlap, crocheted cotton and reclaimed wood are key to achieving the overall feel 
of this trend. 

Skincare focuses heavily on naturally-derived ingredients and products that hydrate, 
soothe and purify the face and body. Ingredients such as exotic buriti oil, radish seed 
extract, leafy greens and quinoa extract look to combat signs of aging, leaving skin 
radiant and nourished.

FRAGRANCE CATEGORIES WITHIN 
THIS TREND:

1. Verdurous and invigorating, these fragrances 
celebrate the thoughtful green thumb of 
Mother Nature. A dazzling fusion of organic, 
green accords, evoke images of sparkling,
dew-covered lands and lush vegetation. 
Dive into a refreshing experience with lively 
fragrances that evoke a sense of raw renewal.  

Lebermuth Fragrances that correspond with the 
trend category: 

EARTH’S ABUNDANCE 

> Mint Violet Leaf All Natural  90-3016-25

> Aloeswood  93-0117-19

> Vetiver Cedar All Natural  90-3024-22

2. Nature’s Remedy engages us with soothing 
fragrances that will set your mind at ease. A 
calming blend of citrus notes are paired with 
fragrant tea leaves and honey for scents that 
are sweet and soft. Evoking a sense of healing, 
these fragrances draw inspiration from cure-all 
elements found in environment.

Lebermuth Fragrances that correspond with this 
trend category: 

NATURE’S REMEDY 

> Green Tea   93-0112-95 

> Milk and Honey   91-1030-80

> Japanese Tea and Honey  94-4000-16

> White Tea All Natural  91-1030-80 

3. For the adventurer at heart, Land and Sea 
draws inspiration from the rippling of sparkling 
salt water and the untouched surrounding 
lands. A complex combination of notes found 
in the wild come together for fragrances that 
are memorable and inspiring. Evoking a sense 
of freedom, these fragrances look to nourish 
the senses and capture the essence of a natural 
spirits escape into nature. 

Lebermuth fragrances that correspond with this 
trend category: 

LAND AND SEA

> Bamboo and Lotus Blossom  90-9012-11

> Driftwood  91-1019-17

> Prairie Sage  92-9012-11 

> Woody Spa All Natural  93-0120-18
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BEAUTY IN THE RAW



Clean Slate is inspired by the importance of silence, touch, and the 
breath. After seasons of ‘’anything goes’’ we are now taking a moment 
to uncover the core of our creativity and reorient ourselves. Like the 
practice of meditation, this story allows us to shift our focus to the 
weightless tranquility that feeds our body and mind. A spring story that 
translates into a palette filled with shades of comforting warm tones to 
sublime cools and luxurious whites. 

Fragrance trends include approachable themes of light and sensual scents. Everything 
from a calming, Zen garden to a contemporary take on the elixir of life inspire this season’s 
scents. Whether a fusion of natural leather and milky notes or a soft blend of orange 
blossom and amber, it’s all about scents that are pure are subtle. 

Packaging rounds up the minimalistic feel of this trend with embossed glass, mirrored 
surfaces, brushed silver and black stained glass. White and black are strong color choices, 
while color blocking in white and grey adds a modern touch to this very simple trend.

Skincare takes a step away from refined luxury towards smart, clinically proven products 
that are seamless, sterile and convenient. Ingredients such as hydrating coconut, nourish-
ing almond milk and gentle white clay look to repair skin tissue, quench free radicals and 
prevent skin cells from oxidizing leaving skin lighter, brighter and glowing. From sheer, 
transparent formulas to chalky, powders, these products aid in stripping away the excess 
to reveal the bare necessities your skin needs.

FRAGRANCE CATEGORIES WITHIN 
THIS TREND:

1. A Zen state of mind inspires fragrances that 
are light and delicate with positive energy. 
These calming fragrances promote positive 
mood and total togetherness of mind and body.. 

Lebermuth Fragrances that correspond with this 
trend category: 

POSITIVE VIBES 

>  Moroccan Fig  93-0125-63

>  Agarwood   90-3020-15 

>  Chai Tea  92-9012-03

>  Coriander & Olive Tree All Natural   
     93-0101-92

2. Smooth and mysterious, these fragrances 
are a powerful blend of natural leather and milk. 
Well-worn leather and creamy milk are com-
bined for fragrances that are smooth and 
mysterious. The comforting blend is paired 
with soft notes of coffee and agarwood for 
fragrances that are rich, unusual and complex.

Lebermuth Fragrances that correspond with this 
trend category: 

PURE MILK 

>  Amber and Black Cardamon All Natural  
     90-3009-10

>  Oolong Tea  91-1032-64

>  Oud Type  93-0120-46

>  Kulfi II All Natural  93-0124-39

3. Subtle and sensual, these fragrances are 
a contemporary take on the elixir of life. 
Composed around an alluring and gentle heart 
of Sichuan pepper and elegant violet leaves, 
each fragrance is as unique as the person 
wearing it.

Lebermuth fragrances that correspond with this 
trend category: 

BODY CHEMISTRY 

>  Venetian Grove  93-0115-30

>  Sobe  91-1036-17

>  Tiberius Type  91-1026-46

>  Cashmere All Natural  93-0107-18
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Encapsulating the ultimate bohemian girl, Freedom channels the vibes 
of singers like Carly Simon and Joni Mitchell. She finds her power in 
femininity. Working to make a difference in this world through her 
songs. This sweet lady is soft and ethereal and enjoys sun-kissed lazy 
afternoons at the lake house. She’s adored in her small town where 
everyone knows her name and she appreciates the little things like 
gardening, flower fields and concerts at sundown. She channels her 
emotions through her light and airy wardrobe filled with baby doll 
shapes and peasant blouses. A hand-me-down feel surfaces with crafted 
lace, broderie anglaise and plisse chiffon. The more she wears some-
thing, the better. Her clothes have a story to tell, just like her. A palette 
of super soft pastels ranging from peach to powder blue are paired with 
most saturated shades of teal, watermelon and berry.

Fragrances pay homage to the soft and blossoming woman of Freedom. Everything from 
flashbacks to faded memories and the soft glow of the skin inspire this season’s scents. 
Whether a sweet fusion of milk, almond and rose or a delicate fusion of floral and fruity 
notes, they all come together for fragrances that are timeless and sensual.

Packaging rounds out the sweet feel of this trend with floral motifs, gold detail, dried or 
captive blossoms and hidden messages. The use of watercolor, jute and fabric are key to 
achieving the overall artistic feel of this trend. 

Skincare focuses heavily on naturally-derived ingredients and products that enhance, 
balance and rejuvenate the face and body. Ingredients such as hibiscus, orchid, lavender, 
rosemary and yarrow look to create an effortless complexion and sensorial experience
to reveal the bare necessities your skin needs.

FRAGRANCE CATEGORIES WITHIN 
THIS TREND:

1. Sweet like rosewater-scented pastries, 
innocent, but not immature, secretive, and 
never cloying. These scents are inspired by 
the divinely pure and sweet as rose water, 
Innocence is a soft blend of sweet, milky cream, 
almond and rose, charming and never cloying. 
Wrapped in a color story of pink, cream and 
white, these fragrances capture the essence of a 
blossoming feminine woman with a subtle child
-like disposition.

Lebermuth Fragrances that correspond with this 
trend category: 

INNOCENCE  

>  Rosewater All Natural  91-1032-83

>  Pure Grace  91-1038-40

>  Let Them Eat Cake  91-1023-23

2. Capturing flashbacks of faded memories, 
these scents evoke a longing sense of nostalgia. 
Reminding us of long, lost treasures and familiar 
places from our childhood, Memories engages 
us with an underlying sweetness of a past 
viewed positively. Evoking an aura of happiness 
and love, these fragrances are timeless favorites.

Lebermuth Fragrances that correspond with this 
trend category: 

MEMORIES 

>  Tomato Leaf  92-9006-48

>  Damp Moss and Currant  92-9014-26

>  Summer Boardwalk  92-9014-91

>  New Mown Hay  50-8098-01

3. Irresistible and feminine, Skin Petals is a soft 
blend of fruity and floral notes that resemble 
the honeyed glow of skin. Scents that are worn 
as one’s own, embrace mellow, but fresh 
compositions in an effort to infuse them with 
a mysterious sensuality.

Lebermuth fragrances that correspond with this 
trend category: 

SKIN PETALS 

>  Romantic Wish  90-2979-29

>  Radiance  93-0106-50

>  Mauve De Violetta  93-0109-89

>  Honey Apple Sambac All Natural  93-0121-22
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Stardust draws inspiration from the next generation of young girls who have 
no limits when it comes to self-expression and creativity. She isn’t afraid to 
stand out from the crowd and break the mold. Her rebellious spirit is electric, 
as she bursts with energy from the inside out. Her look is always party ready, 
a little glam and a little retro, making her an ultimate star of the moment. 
Irony is evident in the use of playful clashes of color, fun textures and semi-
permanent tattoos – all a reflection of this social media crazed generation that 
continues to redefine what is possible. A color palette of bright, vivid hues, 
such as turquoise, fuchsia and yellow are paired with moody hues of burgundy, 
eggplant and emerald, conveying the dark, but explosive energy of Stardust. 

Fragrance trends include stimulating themes of energetic and explosive scents. Everything 
from a fizzy Cosmopolitan to the stimulating drug culture of the 80s inspire this season’s 
scents. Whether a fusion of cranberry and orange or violet and blackberry, it’s all about 
fragrances that are intoxicatingly pleasurable. 

Skincare takes a step away from refined luxury towards fun and personalized products that 
are color changing, energizing, mega-moisturizing and semi-permanent. Sugary, sweet 
treats such as caramel, gelatin and black licorice extract play on the youthful aspect of 
this trend, while rose quartz, rock salt and meteorite dust pay homage to naturally derived 
minerals found in outer space. 

FRAGRANCE CATEGORIES WITHIN 
THIS TREND:

1. Violet Haze engages us with an electric cloud 
of accords that are explosive and energetic. 
Inspired by the foggy atmospheric phenomena 
of rave culture, these fragrances pay homage to 
the blurry daze of EDM culture. A heady blend 
of tart berries, wild violet and white musk come 
together for scents that evoke a mind-blowing 
trance.

Lebermuth Fragrances that correspond with this 
trend category: 

VIOLET HAZE 

>  Violet Mango  90-3010-26

>  Black Currant Rose  93-0128-02

>  Cloudberry All Natural  91-1035-35

2. True to the legendary Cosmopolitan Cocktail, 
these fragrances are a light blend of refreshing 
fruity and floral accords. Inspired by the first sip 
of a cool, cocktail on a late summer evening, 
Fizzy Cosmo is vibrant in color and crisp to 
the senses. An invigorating blend of cranberry 
pulp, exotic woods and a splash of juicy orange 
come together for a scent you’ll want to live in 
all night. 

Lebermuth Fragrances that correspond with this 
trend category: 

COSMOPOLITAN COCKTAIL

>  Sparkling Berry Punch  90-3018-40

>  Spiced Gin Fizz All Natural  93-0115-75

>  Zinfandel  93-0127-28

3. Inspired by the widespread simulative drug
culture of America in the 1980s, After Party is
an exhilarating rush of irresistible fragrances.
An intoxicating and addictive combination of
luscious floral and fruity accords are paired with
soft spices for an inebriating jolt of euphoria.
Composed like an exotic cocktail, these
fragrances are for the party girl at heart.

Lebermuth fragrances that correspond with this 
trend category: 

AFTER PARTY

>  Pink Vanilla Kiss  93-0123-16

>  Gorgeous Gardenia  93-0126-25

>  Citrus Bergamot All Natural  91-1031-02
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Timeless Elegance explores the passions of beauty and love. The sculpted 
feminine shape is celebrated and accentuated, and both the face and body are 
of utmost importance. The legacy of Hollywood’s iconic movie stars Marilyn 
Monroe and Sofia Loren portray the polished and glamorous look. A spring 
story that translates into a palette of rich reds hues, soft champagne and notes 
of rosy pinks enhance the sophistication of this trend.

Fragrances include timeless themes of passionate and sophisticated scents. Everything 
from feminine features to a woman’s seductive allure inspire this season’s scents. Whether 
a fusion of Moroccan red rose and cinnamon or black currant and star anise, it’s all about 
scents that are strong and sensual. 

Packaging rounds up the luxurious feel of this trend with decanter-style bottles, gold 
textured and diamond encrusted surfaces, floral embossing and rosettes in shades of red 
and pink. Metallic hues ranging from rose gold to shades of platinum and copper are 
strong color choices. 

Skincare takes a step away from minimalistic towards products that enhance, bronze, 
define and sculpt the face and body. Ingredients such as the rare black diamond, caviar, 
champagne and exfoliating pearl powder look to combat anti-aging leaving skin flawless 
and glowing. From velvety, matte-finishes to uber-glossy formulas and products that are 
permanent and perfecting, these products aid in emphasizing and perfecting.

FRAGRANCE CATEGORIES WITHIN 
THIS TREND:

1. A collection of fragrances characterized by 
burning passion and seduction. Mysterious and 
sensual, these are scents that embrace feminin-
ity and hide a special allure.

Lebermuth Fragrances that correspond with this 
trend category: 

SEDUCTIVE GLAMOUR

>  Angel  90-3005-56

>  Yatra  93-0111-53

>  Whitestar Jasmine All Natural  91-1037-09

>  Gin and Rosewater  93-0111-83

2. Timeless celebrates those classic fragrances 
that can go on from one generation to another. 
Whether it’s a home scent, a cologne, or a per-
fume, the combination of ingredients guarantee 
it will last forever. 

Lebermuth Fragrances that correspond with this 
trend category: 

TIMELESS

>  Juniper Wood & Lavender  93-0129-08       

>  Sandalwood Rose Citrus All Natural  
     91-1020-82

>  Violet Blooms  94-4002-93A  

>  Peony Petals  94-4003-06

3. Scents that celebrate the breathtaking 
features of women, such as strength, 
confidence, elegance and sophistication. 
Strong and unique notes such as Moroccan 
red rose, cinnamon and patchouli are key, as 
well as woody accents for a richer overall feel.

Lebermuth fragrances that correspond with this 
trend category: 

FEMININE WONDER 

>  Patchouli Saffron  94-4001-74

>  Tunisian Patchouli  91-1022-82

>  Royal Amber  91-1021-64

>  Tobacco Cedar Patchouli All Natural   
      93-0127-50
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